Three Strategic Goals for 2013
Goal #3 – Raising up Godly Men
Real Faith is Theological
2 Timothy 4:1-8
____________ must always be taken seriously by _________ men.
By everything in ____________, _________ the Word.
2 Timothy 4:1–2
__________ ___________ must incorporate four elements.
2 Timothy 4:2
1. Be ____________ all the time.
2. ____________ sin
a. ____________ – this is your sin
b. ____________ – this is why it’s sin
c. ____________ – this is what you need to
do
3. Be _____________
4. Teach ___________ not _____________
___________ the _________ isn’t what most people want.
They want ___________ words not ____________
doctrine.
2 Timothy 4:3a
They want their sin ____________ or __________.
2 Timothy 4:3b
They want God to _________ to their __________ not
vice-versa.
2 Timothy 4:4a
The __________ of Scripture will not be
_____________.
2 Timothy 2:17–18
The ___________ will be exchanged for a
_________ __________ message.
2 Timothy 4:4b; 1 Timothy 1:6; 5:15
1 Timothy 1:3–4
__________ men take their __________ very seriously.
2 Timothy 4:5
They work at ____________ right.
Sober-minded: to be in a sober mood, to be _________
and ____________ in spirit, to be temperate,
dispassionate, circumspect, alert.

Kenneth S. Wuest, Wuest's Word Studies from the Greek New Testament:
For the English Reader (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 2 Ti 4:5.

1 Timothy 3:2
They work at _____________ right.
Endure suffering: ‘continue doing what you should even
though you are ___________’ or ‘remain firm even
though ___________ cause you suffering.’
Johannes P. Louw and Eugene Albert Nida, vol. 1, Greek-English Lexicon
of the New Testament: Based on Semantic Domains, electronic ed. of the
2nd edition. (New York: United Bible Societies, 1996), 286.

James 5:10–11
They work at __________ right to those who don’t believe.
Do the work of an evangelist: let your work be
_____________ in character. Always be a bringer of
good news. Be ever ___________ _________ for lost
souls in your teaching and preaching.
Kenneth S. Wuest, Wuest's Word Studies from the Greek New Testament:
For the English Reader (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 2 Ti 4:5.

Romans 1:16
They work at ____________ right.
Fulfill your ministry: to fully _____________ one’s
task—‘to perform one’s ____________ duty, to finish
fully one’s task, to accomplish satisfactorily.’
Johannes P. Louw and Eugene Albert Nida, vol. 1, Greek-English Lexicon
of the New Testament: Based on Semantic Domains, electronic ed. of the
2nd edition. (New York: United Bible Societies, 1996), 657.

2 Timothy 4:17
Godly men will be ______________.
Because they live _______________.
2 Timothy 4:6; Philippians 2:17
Because they live _______________.
2 Timothy 4:7
Because they _________ the living Lord who’s __________
again.
2 Timothy 4:8
Real Christians know they are ____________ for
____________. They don’t doubt for three reasons.
1. They ____________ God’s ____________.
2. They’ve ___________ their lives to __________
Christ.
3. They look ____________ with ____________ to
Judgment Day.

